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Index Content Video: Reported Speech - Modal Verbs Index Content Video: Indirect Speech Part II 6 Rewrite Direct Speech as Reported Speech to Complete Sentence. Use abbreviations where possible. Look at these examples to see how we can tell someone what the other person said. Reporter: I
love the movies Story toy,' she said. Indirect speech: She said she loved the toy story movies. Reporter: I worked as a waiter before becoming a chef, he said. Indirect speech: He said he worked as a waiter before becoming a chef. Reporter: I'll call you tomorrow,' he said. Indirect speech: He said he
called me the next day. Try this exercise to test your grammar. Grammar Test 1 Grammar B1-B2: Reported speech 1: 1 Read the explanation to find out more. Grammar explanation reported speech when we tell someone what the other person said. To do this, we can use direct speech or indirect
speech. Reporter: I work at a bank, Daniel said. Indirect speech: Daniel said he worked at the bank. In indirect speech, we often use a voltage that is further back in the past (e.g. worked) than the stress is originally used (such as work). This is called reverse displacement. We may also have to change
other words that have been used, such as pronouns. The present is simple, present continuous and present ideal When we backshift, present simple changes in the past simple, present continuous changes in the past continuous and present perfect changes in the past perfect. I travel a lot for my job.
Jamila said she traveled a lot at her job. The baby's asleep! He told me the baby was asleep. I hurt my leg. She said she hurt her leg. The past is simple and the past is continuous When we backshift, the past just usually changes to the past quite simple, and the past continuous usually changes to the
past perfect continuous. We lived in China for five years. She told me they had lived in China for five years. It's been raining all day. He told me it was raining all day. The past is perfect the perfect past does not change. I've tried everything without success, but this new drug is great. He said he tried
everything without success, but the new drug was great. No backshift If what the speaker said is still true or relevant, it is not always necessary to change the tension. This can happen when the speaker has used the present. I'm going to the gym near your house. Jenny told me she goes to the gym near
my house. I'm thinking about talking to her. I work in Italy for the next six months. He told me that he was working in Italy for the next six months. Maybe I should. It! I broke my arm! She said she broke her arm, so she won't be at work this week. Pronouns, demonstrations and adverbs of time and
pronouns also usually change in indirect speech. I like working in my garden,' Bob said. Bob said he likes working in his garden. We played played for our school, Alina said. Alina told me they played tennis for their school. However, if you are a person or one of the people who spoke, the pronouns do not
change. I'm working on my thesis, I said. We want our jobs back! We said. We said we wanted our job back. We also change the demonstrative and adverbs of time and place if they are no longer accurate. This is my house. He said it was his house. You are currently in front of the house. He said it was
his house. You are not in front of the house at the moment. We like it here. She told me they liked it here. You're in the place they like at the moment. She told me they liked it there. You're not in the place they like. I plan to do it today. She told me she was planning to do it today. It is still on the same day.
She told me she was planning to do it that day. It's not the same day. In the same way, these changes in those are being changed by the time yesterday changes in the day before yesterday, tomorrow changes to the next/next day and back changes before. Do this exercise to test the grammar again.
Grammar Test 1 Grammar B1-B2: Reported Speech 1: 2 - Cram Up - Grammar - Reported Speech - Exercise Click here to view the solution of this exercise1. Mr Brown said (that) he had been watching TV the night before (the night before). 2. Sandy explained (that) she saw the accident on the corner of
the High Street. 3. Bob said (that) they had a great time at Peter's party. 4. The farmer said (that) he had not seen her. 5. Will and Tim said (that) they were very happy about the present. 6. Mr. Jones said (that) as a child he had collected stickers. 7. Peter reported (that) they played a lot of tennis last year



(the previous year). 8. The mother said (that) she had a headache. 9. The Clarks told us (that) they had gone straight to Athens in the summer before (the previous summer). 10. Elena said (that) she was watching a nightly show. 11. Peter said (that) they were interested in other countries. 12. Mr. Cooper
said (that) he had taken medication regularly. 13. Ms. Miller said (that) she did not feel better then. 14. Sarah said (that) her father took her to school every day. 15. He told reporters (that) he was (is) a farmer in Cornwall. Here's an exercise about reported statements. More reported speech exercises here
need more practice? Get a better English grammar with our courses. Here is a list of all the reported speech exercises on this site: (click here to read the explanations about the reported speech) Reports: This Simple Statement Exercise (Pretty Easy) (in PDF here) This Continuous Statement Exercise
(Pretty Easy) (in PDF here) Past Simple Statement Exercise Easy) (in PDF here) Present Perfect Reported Statement Statement (pretty easy) (in PDF here) Future Simple Reported Statement Exercise (pretty easy) (in PDF here) Mixed tense reported Statement Exercise (intermediate) (in PDF here) Say
and Say (pretty easy) (in PDF here) Reported Issues: Present Just Reported Yes/No Matter Exercise (Intermediate) (in PDF here) Present Simple reported Wh Issue Exercise (Intermediate) (Intermediate) (Intermediate) (Intermediate) Intermediate) in PDF here) Mixed tense reported Issue Exercise
(intermediate) (in PDF here) Reported orders and requests: Reported requests and orders Exercise (intermediate) (in PDF here) Mixed exercises: Reported Speech Mixed Exercise 1 (difficult) (in PDF here) Reported Speech Mixed Exercises 2 (difficult) (in PDF here) Need more practice? Get a better
English grammar with our courses. Courses. reported speech statements elementary exercises pdf
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